Map of Wang Gungwu Lecture Hall, Graduate House, HKU

Transportation to HKU:
1) By Bus:
Take either No. 23, 40, 40M from Admiralty outside Pacific Place or either No. 4, 7, 91 from Exchange Square at Central. Alight at the bus-stop in front of the East Gate on Bonham Road or the West Gate in front of Haking Wong Building on Pokfulam Road.

From HKU West Gate:

Go along the zigzag path and you will see the Graduate House.
From HKU East Gate:

Go along the zigzag path and you will see the Graduate House.
2) **By MTR:**
Get onto the Campus from HKU Station (Exit A2) and take the lift to the Upper Level of University Street.

1. Turn left when you come out of HKU Station (Exit A2) and then go straight on until the end.
2. Turn right when you come to an intersection and go straight on.
3. You will see a zigzag path behind the marquees on your right. Go along the zigzag path.
4. Take the stairs and you will see the Graduate House.

3) **By Taxi:**
From Admiralty or Central to Cotton Tree Drive to Robinson Road to Kotewall Road. Turn right onto University Drive.